Varn Sunday Fount
Fount solution
Varn Sunday Fount is a specially formulated fount solution to meet the exacting demands of modern high speed
Heatset Web Offset Presses.
Varn Sunday Fount is the result of extensive research and development in the interaction of fount and ink at high
speeds i.e. >15 mp/s.
Varn Sunday Fount incorporates dynamic surface tension properties which gives the printer the latitude normally
associated with alcohol but without any environmental risks.
Varn Sunday Fount has been formulated to meet the demands of modern plate technology including CtP and is compatible
with the majority of negative and positive (baked) plates.
Varn Sunday Fount is an extremely clean running fount solution, minimising ink feedback onto dampers and into re-circulating
tanks.

Features

Advantages

Benefits

Product Benefits

Dynamic surface tension
properties.

Reproduces the advantages of
alcohol, without detriment to the
environment.

Safer working environment.

• Eliminates alcohol.

Gives printer the latitude he had
with alcohol.

Effective ink/water balance.

Compatible with the
majority of inks, stocks
and water conditions.

>15mp/s.
• Technically compatible with
• Minimise ink feedback into

Eliminates piling.

Fewer blanket washes, therefore
less waste and increased
production time.

Safer handling and storage
properties.

Complies with health and safety
legislation requirements.

Classified as non-hazardous.

Safer pressroom conditions.

Increased flexibility in choice of
consumables.

Cost savings.

Day International sleeves.

Directions for use
For optimum economy and performance use in conjunction with Varn Graphic Arts Doser DI-150.
Dosage between 2 and 4% depending on local water conditions.

Packaging
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1000
Litres

CtP

Day International
Varn House, Northbank Industrial Park,
Irlam, Greater Manchester,
M44 5BL, England.

• Proven performance

Cleaner running and reduced
down-time.

Reduces ink feedback to the
dampening system.

Flashpoint above 100˚C.

• Reduces waste.
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dampeners.

